SHARE
Why does your GROUP need Share Magazine?
Find out where and when nearby conventions are and get a car together to go for the day
or - be adventurous and go for a weekend to far flung ones!
Give copies to newcomers with the Welcome pack to help them identify and to see AA
is all over the country.

Why not buy several January copies to get newcomers going on
Step One?
Use an article as a Chair/Lead share when your invited speaker can’t make it at the last
minute. Get a different member to share their experience strength and hope with
you, through the pages of Share, even if they are hundreds of miles away.

Do service as a group, carry the message to your local community by recycling spare
copies to prisoners, hospital patients on alcohol / detox wards, leave with GPs for their
waiting rooms, along with posters, take it to members who are ill, infirm or immobile.

Remember to remove the centre pages which
contain members’ personal details.
Share doesn’t cost the group anything if you sell all your copies; order one per month
to start with to try it out - a bargain at only £12. You can also
subscribe to monthly SHARE CDs for the same price.

Subscribe to Share Magazine
Share is AA’s magazine for England and Wales, written for members a meeting between meetings.
It is published every month and costs £1 per copy.
You can subscribe to Share from the AA GB General Service Office,
P O Box 1. 10 Toft Green, York YO1 7NJ (send a cheque payable to
GSO), or email AAShare@gsogb.org.uk

To pay by bank transfer, contact carolinedavy@gsogb.org.uk; or buy Share from a group
that subscribes.

Order forms are inside copies of every Share Magazine or on the website.

Why do YOU need

SHARE Magazine?

Ever felt like you needed a meeting
right now and couldn’t get to one?
That’s why we call Share a meeting between meetings.
Do you live in a remote area, or have only one or two meetings near
you? Have an AA network of friends sitting on your bookshelf, be part
of our wide community.
You can read it anonymously on trains, planes and automobiles when
you travel for work and for pleasure, you will not be alone.
Take Share (and AA) on holiday to those beautiful places that are far from any meeting.
Use it to develop your programme of recovery - every month there is a focus on one of the
12 Steps and one of the Traditions - January is Step One, Tradition One. February Step
Two, Tradition Two, right through to 12 in December. Its like a Step meeting in your pocket!
You can even write in and Shareback with members who write the articles, just like with a
chair/lead share in a meeting.
If you are sponsoring, use Share to get an extra viewpoint or two on the Step you are doing
right now with that new sponsee.

Keep your recovery fresh by listening to new people every month.
Write in and Pass It On to other Share readers.

Subscribe to Share Magazine
Share is AA’s magazine for England and Wales, written for members a meeting between meetings.
It is published every month and costs £1 per copy. You can also subscribe
monthly to Share CDs for the same price.
Subscribe to Share from the AA GB General Service Office, P O Box 1,
10 Toft Green, York YO1 7NJ (send a cheque payable to
GSO), or email AAShare@gsogb.org.uk.
To pay by bank transfer, contact carolinedavy@gsogb.org.uk; or buy Share from a group that
subscribes.

Order forms are inside copies of every Share Magazine or on the website.

